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Abstract. The certificate based digital signature technology overcomes the key escrow
problem in identity based digital signature technology and the secret key transmission
problem in the digital signature technology. The aggregate signature schemes combine a
great deal of signatures signed by different signers on different messages into one short
signature. However, the more the number of signer and bilinear pairing operations, the
lower the efficiency of the aggregate signature scheme. In this paper, we present a scheme
of certificate based aggregate signature without bilinear pairings, assuming the hardness
of Computational Diffie-Hellman Problem. We then prove the security of the proposed
scheme in the random oracle model.
Keywords: Digital signature; Certificate-based signature; Aggregate signature.

1. Introduction. With the development of computer technology, network has become
the main way of information storage and transmission. After entering the information
age, many scientists have been committed to information security research and achieved
fruitful results, such as research on digital watermarking [1], key agreement protocol [2] ,
digital signature research [3], and Research on the security of cloud computing [4]. Digital
signature technology is widely used in E-government, e-commerce and ECcurrency. It
consists of three systems: identity based digital signature, certificateless digital signature
and certificate based digital signature. The certificate based digital signature technology
overcomes the key escrow problem in identity based digital signature technology and
the secret key transmission problem in the digital signature technology. The concept of
aggregate signatures was first proposed by the Boneh et al. at the European cryptographic
International Conference in 2003 [5]. Later Lysyanskaya et al. construct a sequential
aggregate signature scheme [6].

Aggregate signature is a relatively new type of public key signature which enables any
user to combine n signatures signed by different n signers on different n messages into
a short signature [7]. Verifier only needs to verifies the final aggregate signature. This
can greatly improve the efficiency of signature verification. However, the time required to
generate the signature often increases with the increase of the length of the signature, the
number of signatures, and the number of Bilinear Pairings. In recent years, the signature
schemes without bilinear pairing had been proposed. Selvi SSD et al. proposed a identity
based partial aggregate signature without using bilinear pairing [8].The next year, Jiguo
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Li et al. proposed a certificate based digital signature scheme without bilinear pairing [9].
In the year 2015, Asaar et al. introduced an identity-based multi-proxy multi-signature
scheme without bilinear pairings [10].Later Kuo Hui et al. proposed a certificateless
signature scheme without bilinear pairing [11]. So far, the Certificate-Based aggregate
signature scheme signature scheme without bilinear pairing is very seldom.

In this paper, we proposed a certificate-based aggregate signature scheme assuming the
hardness of Computational Diffie-Hellman Problem without bilinear pairings.

1.1. Preliminaries. Let G be an additive cyclic group of some large prime q. Let P
denotes a generator in G. Let P denotes a generator in G. By x ∈ Zq, we mean picking
an element x randomly fromZq. By Z∗q denotesZq/{0}.

1.2. Complexity Problems. Computational Diffie-Hellman Problem (CDHP): Given
(P, aP, bP), where a, b ∈ Z∗q , compute abP. In this paper, we assume that there is no
polynomial time algorithm which solves the Computational Diffie-Hellman Problem.

2. Definition of Certificate-Based Aggregate Signature. Certificate-Based Aggre-
gate Signature (CBAS). A certificate-based aggregate signature scheme, which involves
four parties, the Certificate Authority (CA), the signers, the aggregator and the verifier,
consists of following algorithms.
Setup. This algorithm takes as input a security parameter 1k, outputs the master private
key sc, which is kept privately, and the system public parameters param, which is shared
in the system, such as PKc .
UserKeyGen. This algorithm takes as inputs the system parameters param and users
identity information, outputs the users public and private key pair.
CertGen. This algorithm takes as inputs the system parameters param, the maser pri-
vate key sc, some users identity information IDi , public key PKi and a random number,
outputs a parameter Xi and a certificate Certi.
Sign. This algorithm takes as inputs the users private key si, Xi, certificate Certi, mes-
sage mi, and a random number, outputs a signature (σi, Ri, Xi) on message mi.
Aggregate. This algorithm takes as inputs the users signatures (σi, Ri, Xi) on message
mi, outputs an aggregate signature.
AggVerify. This algorithm takes as inputs the system parameters param, users identity
information IDi, messages mi and aggregate signatures (σ, T1, T2,· · ·Tn) with users public
keys PKi, returns a bit b. b=1 means that the signature is accepted, whereas b=0 means
rejected.

Formally, the security notion of unforgeability is defined in terms of the following games
between a challenger C and an adversary A(AI , AII):
Setup: C first initializes a key-pair list UK-List, a certificate list cert-list, tow hash value
lists H1-list and H2-list as empty. Next, it runs Setup to obtain public parameters param
and UserKeyGen to obtain a key pair(PK∗, SK∗), and gives PK∗ to A.
Hush Query: A adaptively requests a hash value on a string for various hash functions,
and receives a hash value.
Certification Query: A adaptively requests the certification of a public key by provid-
ing a key pair (PKi,SKi) and some users identity information IDi. Then C returns a
Certification Certi and Xi to A and adds (IDi,PKi,Certi,Xi) into cert-List.
Signature Query: A adaptively requests a signature by providing a message M to sign
under the challenge public key PK

′
, and receives a signature (σ

′
, T

′
).

Output: Finally, A outputs a forged aggregate signature σ∗ on messages M∗ under pub-
lic keys PK∗. C outputs 1 if the forged signature satisfies the following three conditions,
or outputs 0 otherwise:
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1) AggVerify(σ∗ ,M∗, PK∗, param)=1,
2) The challenge public key PK∗must exist in PK, and each public key in PK, except the
challenge public key must be in UK-List.
3) The corresponding message M∗in M of the challenge public key PK∗must not have
been queried by AI to the signing oracle.

3. Certificate-Based Aggregate Signature Scheme. In this section, we propose a
certificate-based aggregate signature scheme, as follows:
Setup:
1). Choose (P, q, G) as Section 2. Let G be an additive cyclic group.
2). Chooses the system master keys ∈ Z∗q and sets PKc=sP.
3). Choose hash functions H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G, H2 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗q .Publish the system
parameters param(P, q,G, PKC , H1, H2), and keep the master key s privately.
UserKeyGen: All of the signers choose their private keys si ∈R Z∗q , set the public/
private key pairs(PKi, SKi) = (siP, si).
CertGen: All of the signers send their public key PKi and identity information IDi to
the certifier over an authentic channel. The certifier chooses xi ∈R Z∗q , computes Xi =xi
P, and returns Xi and a certificate Certi =sQi to the signers. By the way,1 ≤ i ≤ n, n
denotes the total number of signers.
Sign: To generate a signature on message mi , the signer chooses ri ∈R Z∗q and computes

Ri = riP (1)

hi = H2(mi//Ri//PKi//PKc) (2)

σi = si + (Certi + riP)hiP (3)

Ti = Ri +Xi (4)

and publish(σi, Ti)
Aggregate: The aggregator accept the signature if σiP=PKi+(PKcQi+Ti) holds. When
all of the signatures from n signers have been collected, the aggregator computes σ =
n∑
i=1

σi, and then (σ, T1, T2, ...Tn) is a valid certificate-based aggregate signature by n singers

on message M(m1,m2, ...mn).
AggVerify To verify a signature (σ, T1, T2, · · ·Tn) on message M(m1,m2, · · ·mn), the
verifier accept the aggregate signature if the follow equation holds.

σP =
n∑
i=1

PKi +
n∑
i=1

hi(PKcQi + Ti) (5)

This completes the description of our proposed certificate-based aggregate signature
scheme without bilinear parings.

4. Scheme Analysis.

4.1. Correctness. If(σ, T1, T2, ···Tn) is a valid aggregate signature of message M, we have

σP = σ1 + σ2 + · · ·+ σn (6)

= PK1 + (PKcQ1 + T1)h1 + ...PKn + (PKcQn + Tn)hn (7)

=
n∑
i=1

PKi +
n∑
i=1

hi(PKcQi + Ti) (8)
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4.2. Unforgeability. First, we consider the Uncertified User attack, i.e., an adversary AI
tries to get a certificate Certi =sH1(Xi‖PKc‖PKi‖IDi)+xi where (PKi, IDi) has never
be asked to CertGen by AI , This is equivalent to solves Computational Diffie-Hellman
Problem and is infeasible.

4.3. Proof. Suppose there is an adversary AI that forges the above aggregate scheme
with non-negligible advantage. A simulator C will solves Computational Diffie-Hellman
Problem. Then C that interacts with AI is described as follows:

C first initializes a key-pair list UK-List, a certificate list cert-list, tow hash value lists
H1-list and H2-list as empty. Next, it runs Setup to obtain public parameters param and
UserKeyGen to obtain a key pair (PK∗, SK∗) , and gives PK∗ to AI and sets PKc=aP.
UserKeyGen Query: On a new IDi UserKeyGen query, C chooses a random number
si ∈ Z∗q ,and sets (SKi, PKi)=(si, siP ). Then, he adds (IDi,SKi,PKi) into the UK-list
and returns (SKi,PKi) to AI .
H1 Query: On a new H0 query ωi, C first chooses a random number coini ∈ {0, 1} , such
that Pr[coini = 1] = 1

qE+N

1). If coini=1, C chooses a random number di ∈ Z∗q and sets H1(ωi)=diP .
2). Else coini=0, C chooses a random number b ∈ Z∗q and sets H1(ωi)=bP.

In both cases, C will add (ωi, coini, H1(ωi)) into H1-List and return H1(ωi) to AI .
H2 Query: On a new H2 query ξi, C chooses a random number hi ∈ Z∗q . Then, he
adds(ξi, hi) into H2-List and returns hi to AI .
Certification Query: On a certificate query for IDi, C first checks the UK-list to obtain
this user’s public key PKi. We assume that (IDi,PKi,*) has been in H1-List. Otherwise,
C can add (IDi,PKi,coini) into H1-List as the same way he responds to H1 queries.
1). If coini=1, which means Qi= H1(Xi‖PKc‖PKi‖IDi), C returns the certificate
Certi=diPKc+xi=dibP+xi and Xi.
2). Otherwise, C aborts.

Then C adds (IDi, PKi, Certi, xi) into cert-List if coini=1.
Signature Query: On a sign query (mi, IDi, PKi), C will check UK-list. If (IDi, PKi,*)
does not exit in UK-list, C will add (IDi, PKi, SKi) into UK-List as the same way he
responds to UserKeyGen queries. Then C checks H1-List to obtain (IDi, PKi, coini).
1). If coini=1, C chooses tow random number ri and hi ∈ Z∗q , and sets Ri=riP. He
further sets the certificate Certi =diPKc+xi=diaP+xi and computes:

σi = si + (Certi + riP)hiP (9)

Ti = Ri +Xi (10)

Finally he outputs (σi,Ti) as the signature.
2).If coini=0, C aborts.
Output: Finally , A outputs a forged aggregate signature (σ

′
, T

′
1, T

′
2, ...T

′
n) on messages

M
′
under public keys PK

′
, C outputs 1 if the forged signature satisfies the following three

conditions, or outputs 0 otherwise:
1). AggVerify(σ

′
,M

′
, PK

′
, param)=1

2).The challenge public key PK∗j must exist in PK
′
,and each public key in PK

′
must be

in UK-List;
3).The corresponding message M∗

j in M
′

of the challenge public key PK∗j must not have
been queried by AI to the signing oracle.

We assume that (σj, T
′
j ) is a valid signature of (ID∗j , PK

∗
j ,m

∗
j) , then σj = σ

′ −
n∑

i=1,i 6=j
σi.

Therefore, C can compute: abP =
σj−sj
hj
− xi − ri
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According to the simulation, C can compute the value of abP if and only if all the
following three events happen:
E1: C does not fail during the games.
E2: AI output a valid forgery.
E3: In the forgery output by AI , coini=1.

Therefore, the probability that C can solve CDH problem is:
SuccCDH = Pr[E1 ∧ E2 ∧ E3] = Pr[E1]Pr[E2 | E1]Pr[E3 | E1 ∧ E2]

From the games, we have Pr [E1]≥ (1− 1
qE+N

)qE , Pr [E2 | E1]=SuccAI
and

Pr [E3 | E1 ∧ E2] ≥ (1− 1
qE+N

)qE 1
qE+N

. Thus,

SuccCDH=(1− 1
qE+N

)qE · ε · (1− 1
qE+N

)qE 1
qE+N

≥ ε
e2(qE+N)

Next we consider the certifier attack, an adversary AII , who knows each signers certifi-
cate and each signers private key in addition to the target user, tries to forge a signature
(σ, T1, T2, ...Tn).

Proof: Suppose there exists an adversary AII that forges the above aggregate scheme
with non-negligible advantage, A simulator C will solves Computational Diffie-Hellman
Problem. Then C that interacts with AII is described as follows:

C first initializes a key-pair list UK-List, a certificate list cert-list, tow hash value lists
H1-list and H2-list as empty. Next, it runs Setup to obtain public parameters param and
CertGen to obtain Certi and gives them to AII .Without loss of generality, C chooses
IDl,l∈(1,n)as the challenge identity.
UserKeyGen Query: On a new UserKeyGen query IDi, if IDi 6=IDl, C selects a random
number si ∈ Z∗q and runs UserKeyGen to obtain a key pair (SKi, PKi)=(si, siP )Then,
he adds into the UK-list and returns (SKi, PKi) to AII .
If IDi=IDl, C gives PKl to AII .
H1 Query:On a new H1 query (Xi,PKc,PKi,IDi), C chooses a random number Qi ∈ Z∗q .
Then, he adds (Xi,PKc,PKi,IDi,Qi) into H1-List and returns Qi to AII .
H2 Query: On a new H2 query (mi,Ri,PKi,PKc),
1).If PKi 6=PKl, C chooses a random number di ∈ Z∗q and sets hi=H2(mi,Ri,PKi,PKc)=diP .
2).Else PKi=PKl, C chooses a random number b ∈ Z∗q and sets hi=H2(mi,Ri),PKc,PKi)=bP.
C will add (mi,Ri),PKc,PKi,hi) into H2-List and return hi to AII in both cases.
Certification Query: On a certificate query IDi , C first checks the UK-list to obtain
this users public key PKi. We assume that (IDi ,PKi,* ) has been in H1-List. Otherwise,
C can add (IDi ,PKi, Coini) into H1-List as the same way he responds to H1 queries.
Then C chooses a random number xi ∈ Z∗q and sets Xi=xiP . After that, C returns AII
the certificate Certi=sQi + xi and Xi Finally C adds (IDi ,PKi, Certi, xi) into cert-List.
Signature Query: On a sign query (mi, IDi, PKi), C will check UK-list. If (IDi, PKi, ∗)
does not exit in UK-list, C will add (IDi, PKi, SKi) into UK-List as the same way he re-
sponds to UserKeyGen queries. Then C checks cert-List to obtain certificate Certi=sQi+
xi.
1). If IDi 6=IDl , C chooses a random number ri ∈ Z∗q , and sets Ri = riP . He computes:
σi=si+(Certi+ri)hi, Ti=Ri+Xi

Finally he outputs (σi,Ti) as the signature.
2).If IDi=IDl, C chooses a random number a ∈ Z∗q , and sets Ri=aP. He computes:

σi=(Certi+a)hi, Ti=Ri+Xi - PKih
−1
i

Finally he outputs (σi,Ti) as the signature.
Output: Finally, A outputs a forged aggregate signature (σ

′
, T

′
1, T

′
2, ...T

′
n) on messages

M
′
under public keys PK

′
, C outputs 1 if the forged signature satisfies the following three

conditions, or outputs 0 otherwise:
1).AggVerify(σ

′
,M

′
, PK

′
, param)=1
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2). The challenge public key PK∗j must exist in PK
′
,and each public key in PK

′
, except

the challenge public key must be in UK-List,
3). The corresponding message M∗

j in M
′

of the challenge public key PK∗j must not have
been queried by AII to the signing oracle.

We assume that (σj, T
′
i ) is a valid signature of (ID∗j ,PK

∗
j ,m∗j), then

σj = σ
′ −

n∑
i=1,i 6=j

σi (11)

Therefore, C can compute abP = σj − (sQi+xi)hi
According to the simulation, C can compute the value of abP if and only if all the

following three events happen:
E1: C does not fail during the games.
E2: AII output a valid forgery.
E3: In the forgery output by AII , The challenge public key PK∗j exist in PK

′
.

Therefore, the probability that C can solve CDH problem is:
SuccCDH = Pr[E1 ∧ E2 ∧ E3] = Pr[E1]Pr[E2 | E1]Pr[E3 | E1 ∧ E2]

From the games, we have Pr [E1]≥ (1− 1
N

)qE , Pr [E2 | E1]=SuccAII
and

Pr [E3 | E1 ∧ E2] ≥ (1− 1
N

)qE 1
N

. Thus,

SuccCDH ≥ (1− 1
N

)qE ε
N

Therefore, our scheme is impossible to fake under the hardness assumption of Compu-
tational Diffie-Hellman Problem.

4.4. Performance analysis. In this section, we analyze the efficiency of the proposed
scheme. To the best of our knowledge, the proposed scheme is the first certificate ag-
gregate scheme proposed without bilinear pairings. Therefore, we compare our scheme
with Kwangsu, Dong Hoon and Motis scheme. The comparison is performed in terms of
computation complexity.

The results indicate the efficiency of the proposed method. We summarize the results
in Table 1 where the following notations are used:
TG: computation time for a multiplication in a multiplicative group or an addition in an
additive group.
TExp: computation time for an exponentiation in a multiplicative group (like G2).
TBP : computation time of one bilinear pairing operation.
Th: computation time of one hash operation.
n: the number of signers.

Table 1. Comparsion of Aggregate Signature Schemes

Schemes Sign Verify

LLY13[5] 8TBP+5nTExp 8TBP+4nTExp
ours 5nTG+nTh (4n+1)TG

5. Conclusions. Certificate-based public key technology was introduced to remove the
use of certificate to ensure the authentication of the users public key in the traditional
cryptography and overcome the key escrow problem in the identity-based public key sig-
nature. Aggregate signature enables any user to combine n signatures signed by dif-
ferent n signers on different n messages into a short signature. Combining the concept
of certificate-based signature with the concept of aggregate signature, in this paper, we
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present a certificate-based aggregate signature scheme without bilinear pairing and proved
the security under the Computational Diffie-Hellman Problem assumption.
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